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Introduction 

The subject of this paper is the /-adic power series Fp(u, v) in two 
variables associated to each element p of the absolute Galois group Gal 
(Q/Q) over the rationals, constructed and studied in [PGC]. This was 
constructed by using pro-/ etale coverings of P 1\{0, 1, oo }, and was shown 
to be "universal" for Jacobi sums of /-power exponents. This study was 
then taken up, also by G. Anderson and R. Coleman, and we now have a 
deeper understanding of FP. We shall prove two theorems on Fp, one on 
a (non-obvious) functional equation (Theorem A, § I), and the other, on 
the determination of the coefficients (Theorem B, § 1) when p e Gal (QI 
Q(µzoo)). Since these results were also obtained by Anderson and Coleman 
(see below for details), the stress will be laid on the difference of methods 
in proofs. 

To be more precise, denote by Qz the maximum abelian pro-/ exten
sion of the cyclotomic field Q(µzoo) unramified outside /, and by Qyr the 
maximum everywhere unramified subextension of Q zf Q(µ 1oo); 

QC Q(µzoo) C Qyr cQ z· 

Put 

Then the association p--+FP factors through a 1-cocycle 

(1) d=Zi[[u, v]], 

dx being regarded as a module over Z[=g 0/g1 by 

(2) j.: l+u-->-(l+u)", l+u-->-(l+u)• (aEZf). 

As shown in [PGC], the special values Fp((-1, (' -1) ((, (' E µzn, p: a 
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Frobenius element of p=/:-1) are connected with Jacobi sums (on 3 parame
ters a, b, c e (Z//n); a+b+c=O), while the coefficients of FP are connected 
with the Kummer characters defined by some circular units in Q(µi=). 
An unpublished work of P. Deligne [DJ, on the construction of a certain 
circular Kummer character using special type of pro-/ etale coverings 
of P 1\{0, 1, oo }, can be regarded as the determination of some of the 
coefficients of FP' As for the problem to determine all coefficients of Fp, 
the first step is given in [PGC] Theorem 10. It provides the solution 
when p belongs to g2 =Gal(!.!i/!W), the inertia group above/ in QifQ(µ1=). 
This gives in particular a factorization 

(3) ((1 +u)(l +v)(l +w)= 1) 

of FP into three pieces when p e g2• Moreover, the formula for the coef
ficients of FP carries over to the case p e g1, provided that the inertia
restrictions 

are injective for m>3, odd (Corollary of Theorem 10 [PGC]). By Mazur
Wiles [MW], this injectivity is equivalent to the "standard conjecture" on 
the non-vanishing of L 1(m, w1-m) (L 1 : the /-adic £-function, w: the Teich
muller character). 

The next step was pushed forward by Anderson and by one of us, but 
Anderson obtained a stronger result. By tieing them in with his previous 
work [A1], he proved a generalization of the factorization (3) for all p e g0, 

interpreting each factor (say, Gp(u)) as a "universal Gauss sum" modulo a 
power of 1 +u; cf. [A2] in this Volume. Meanwhile, we also proved, in
dependently and by a fairly different method, that FP is of the form (3) for 
p e g1 {Theorem A2, § 1). We shall present our proof in Section 2. 

The third step, to determine all coefficients of FP for all p, was made 
principally by Coleman (yet unpublished). He proved a formula for p e 
g1 during the Kyoto conference in October 1985 {which matches with the 
above cited conditional result), and later generalized it to all p e g0• On 
the other hand, shortly after October, two of us also succeeded in remov
ing the injectivity assumption for Resm in Corollary of Theorem 10 [PGC], 
thus giving an alternative proof for the coefficients-formula when p e g1 

(Theorem B, § 1). Here, again, the methods are essentially different. 
While Coleman uses the result of Anderson mentioned above and his own 
theory of power residue symbols, our proof is based on the g2-result in 
[PGC] and the injectivity of another type of inertia-restrictions explained 
below. 
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The formulation of the main results will be given in Section l (The
orems A,, Az, B). Here, we shall put our stress on the methods. Let 
p e g1• Then we shall show that the "amalgamated product" FP * FP de
fined by 

(4) Fp(u, v)Fp(u', u') e Zz[[u, u, u', u']]/[(l +u)(l +v)(l +u')(l +u')-1] 

is symmetric in u, u, u', u'. This is based on the 6 4-symmetricity of Jacobi 
sums on 4 parameters a, b, a', b' e (Z//n) with a+b+a' +b' =0 (n~ I). 
Then we shall prove that this 6 4-symmetricity of FP * Fp, combined with 
other properties of FP already given in [PGC], gives the factorization (3). 
This study was motivated by a conversation with Deligne (April, 1985), 
who explained his idea to use amalgamation of two copies of n'i(P~\{O, 1, 
oo}) along 1ri(S1) (in the context of algebraic geometry) to obtain a similar 
type of restriction to the Galois image in Aut 1rpr0 -z (PJ\{O, 1, oo }). In the 
present situation, it is carried out by arithmetical means. 

Now we indicate our method for the determination of the coefficients 
of FP (p e g1). By [PGC], FP belongs to the "odd part" N=(l +uvwd)
of 1 +uvwd, and hence p-+FP can be regarded as an element of Homzi' 
(g,, N). The proof of Theorem B consists of the following two steps. 

( i) Proof of the injectivity of the inertia-restriction 

(ii) Proof that the power series F; (p e g1) defined by the "expected 
coefficients for F/' also belongs to N. 

Since FP coincides with F; on g2, they must coincide on g1• 

It was surprising to us that such an injectivity as (i) could be proved. 
In fact, if we do it coefficientwise, then we meet the injectivity of Resm 
above, which seems to be much more difficult to prove. The point is as 
follows. Although N is, in a sense, merely a collection of all Zz(m), it 
can also be presented as the projective limit fun N<n) of such Z 1[(Z//n)X]
modules N<nl(n> I) that (a) each N<nl is /-torsion free, and (b) the injec
tivity of ResN ultimately reduces to the vanishing of 

(5) 

for all n> 1, where Cl (Q(µzn)) is the /-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class 
group of Q(µzn), Since the ideal class groups are finite, (5) vanishes by 
(a), and the injectivity of ResN follows by (b). The proof of (ii) is based 
on a generalization of a lemma of Dwork. 

Finally, in Section 4, we discuss some open questions related to the 
image of p-+Fp (mod !). 
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We wish to thank G. Anderson, R. Coleman and P. Deligne for 
stimulating conversations. 

§ 1. The main statements 

Let I be a fixed rational prime, Z 1 be the ring of /-adic integers, and 
d be the commutative Z 1-algebra of formal power series: 

(1) d=Z 1[lu, v]]=Zi [[u, v, w]]/[(l+u)(l+v)(l+w)-1], 

equipped with the Krull topology. An element of d will be denoted by 
F=F(u, v), and also as F(u, v, w) (a representative modulo the ideal 
[(l+u)(l+v)(l+w)-1]). Let GQ=Gal(Q/Q) be the absolute Galois 
group over Q, X: GQ-.Zf be the /-cyclotomic character describing the 
action of GQ on the group Pi= of /-power roots of unity in Q, and let GQ 
act on d via the Z{-action ja: l+u-.(l+u)a, l+v-.(l+v)a, l+w-. 
(l+w)a (a E Zt). In [PGC], we constructed a continuous 1-cocycle 

(2) 

It is unramified outside /, and is "universal" for Jacobi sums on 3 parame
ters a, b, c E (ZW) with a+h+c=O. This 1-cocycle depends on the 
choice of a "coordinate system c" related to ,rfro-i (P 1\{0, 1, oo}) (loc. cit 
I § 2), but its restriction to GQCµz=l = Gal (Q/Q(pi=)), which is a continuous 
homomorphism 

(3) 

depends only on the choice of a basis ((n)n:?:t of T1(Gm)= limn pin (which 
is subject to c). 

For each F = F( u, v) E d, define F * F to be the element of 

d * d =Z 1[[u, v, u', v']]/l(l +u)(l +v)(l +u')(l +v')-1] 

represented by the product F(u, v)F(u', v'). (This algebra d * d is a sort 
of "completed amalgamated free product d * d", but we denote it simply 

Zz[[w]J 

as d * d, for brevity of notations.) The first formulation of our first 
theorem is as follows. 

Theorem A,. Let p E GQ<µz=)· Then FP E d is symmetric in u, v, w, 
and FP*FP E d*d is symmetric in u, v, u', v'. 

We shall show that these symmetricities w.r.t. @53 and @54 follow from 
the corresponding symmetricities of Jacobi sums (§ 2). The first symme-
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tricity also allows a direct proof based on the definition of FP. As for the 
second, the author learned that G. Anderson recently obtained it independ
ently by a different method. Further symmetricities of Jacobi sums (6r+c 
symmetricity of the Jacobi sum on r+ 1 parameters a0, • • ·, ar e (Zlfn) for 
r>4) do not give any more new functional equations for FP. 

To state the second formulation of this theorem, change variables as 

(4) l+u=exp U, l+v=exp V, l+w=exp W 

Then 

(U-+ V + W=O). 

Theorem A2• Let p E GQCµz=l· Then FP has an expansion of the form 

(5) 

with f3m(P) E Zi (m > 3, odd). 

This was obtained also by G. Anderson, independently, by a different 
method [A2]. 

The next theme is the explicit determination of the coefficients f3m(p) 
(m;;=::3, odd). Let Qi be the maximum abelian pro-I extension of Q(µi=) 
unramified outside /, and Q11_r be the maximum everywhere unramified sub
extension of QilQ(µi=)- Put 

( 6) g0 = Gal (Q ii Q) ::i g1 = Gal (Q ii Q(µi= )) ::i g2 = Gal (Q ii Qyr). 

Then gofg1 = Gal (Q(µi=)IQ) can be identified with Z{ via the /-cyclotomic 
character, and g1, g2 can be regarded as Z{-modules via (g0/g1)-conjugation 
g1-g 0g1g01 (g0 E g0, g1 E g1). By [PGC] Section IV, the association p-FP 
factors through a Z{-homomorphism 

(7) F: g1-----*N=(l +uvws,f)- ={Fed; F= I (mod uvw), FF= 1}, 

(8) 

Accordingly, f3m (m;;=::3, odd) belongs to 

Homzx (g1, Zi(m)). 
l 

Now let Xm (m=O, I, 2, , , ·) be the standard element of (8) defined in 
[PCG] IV Section 7. Namely, put 

(9) (n;;=::I, m>O), 

where ((n)n<Ct is as above, and <b)n denotes the unique integer in the 
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interval [0, /n) representing b mod /n. Then Xm is the unique homomor
phism g1-+Z 1 satisfying the equality 

(10) for all p e g1, n;:::,: I. 

Theorem B. The notation being as in Theorem A 2 , 

(11) fim(p)= (l - /m-1)-lXm(p) (m>3, odd) 

holds for all p E g1 = Gal (l2if Q(µ 1oo)). 

As explained in the Introduction, this was proved for p e g2 in [PGC] 
Theorem 10, and more recently, for p e g1 by Coleman. Note that a 
result of Deligne [D], combined with Theorem A2, also gives the same 
formula (at least) form <I (cf. also [PGC) IV § 7). The method for our 
proof, given in Section 3, is totally different from these. 

From Theorem B follows in particular that the Vandiver conjecture 
for l is valid if and only if fim is surjective for all m = 3, 5, ... , l- 2 (l> 3). 

§ 2. Proof of Theorems A1, A2• 

Proof of Theorem A1• Let (l;n)n;,,1 be the basis of Ti( Gm) which de
termines the homomorphism (3) of Section 1. (Each r;n is a primitive 
element of µ 1n, and r;~+1 =(n(n;:::,:l).) Foreachn>l,denoteby2nthe 
set of all ordered triples (a, b, c) such that a, b, c e (Z/ln)\(0), a+b+c= 
0, and such that at least one of a, b, c belongs to (Z/lny. For F= 
F(u, v, w) e d and (a, b, c) e 2n (n> I), the special value 

(1) 

is well-defined, because a+b+c=0 (and the series obviously converges). 
We shall first prove the following two statements (I), (II) for any p e GQ<µ,ooJ 

and n>I: 
( I) F/f;~-1, r;~-1, r;~-1), for (a, b, c) e 2m is symmetric in a, b, c. 
(II) Let a, a', b, b' e (Z//n) be such that 

a+a' +b+b' =0 

b, b'$.0 (mod/), 

a, a'=-==0(modl), but a, a'=;!=0; 

(hence necessarily n>2). Then 

(2) 
F/t;,~-1, f;~- l)F/f;~' -1, [;~' -1) 

=F/f;~' -1, t;,~- l)F/t;,~-1, t;,~' -1). 
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In fact, for each fixed n> 1, we shall prove the statements of (I) (II) 
for all p e GQ<µi"l (resp. GQ<µi"+iJ when 1=2). By continuity, it suffices to 
prove them when p is a Frobenius element of a prime divisor J:l of Q(µ1,.) 

such thati:,,j' l. But for such p, FP(C~-1, C!-1, C~-1) ((a, b, c) e -~'n) is, 
by Theorem 7 of [PGC] II Section 6, the Jacobi sum: 

(3) 

F/C~-l,C!-l,C~-1)=- I; l..(x)al..(y)b 
x,yeF: 
x+y+l=O 

where q=N(J:,), Fq is the finite field Z[Cnl/+i, and ln: Fi-*Pin is the Teich
miiller character determined by 

Note that ln(-1)= 1, because when 1=2, we assumed p e GQ<µin+i> and 
hence q= 1 (mod [n+1). Since the right side of (3) is symmetric in a, b, c, 
(I) follows. 

Now, to prove (II) when pis a Frobenius element of J:l, let a, b, a', b' 
be as in (II). Then all the 4 triples 

(a, b, -a-b), (a', b', -a' -b'), (a', b, -a' -b), (a, b', -a-b') 

belong to 2 .. , because a+b, a'+b', a' +b, a+b'$0 (mod/); hence in 
particular *O. Therefore, the formula 

(4) F/C~-1, Cl-1)= - I; l..(x)al..(y)P 
:c,yeF: 
x+y+l=O 

is valid for (a, [3)=(a, b), (a', b'), (a', b), (a, b'). On the other hand, 

(5) 

I; l..(x)a l..(y)b l..(x')a' l..(y')b' 
:c,y,x',y'eF; 
x+y+a:'+y'=O 

Since l .. is surjective and a+b, a' +b' *O, the summand for z=O vanishes; 
hence ( 5) is equal to the sum over z e F:. The summand for each z e Fi 
may be rewritten as 
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I; An( - xz)a An( - yz)b · 
x+y=-1 
.11,y:¢:O 

I; An(x'z)a'An(y'z)b', 
x'+y'=-1 
:r:',Y'"FO 

which is independent of z, as a+b+a'+b'=O. And since An(-1)=1, 
( 5) is equal to 

(q-1) I; An(x)a An(y)b · I; An(x')a' An(y')b' 

(5') 
x+y=-1 x'+y'=-1 
x,yi=-0 x' ,Y'-::f=O 

=(q- l)F/C:~-1, (!- l)F/(~' -1, (!' - 1). 

Since (5) is a priori symmetric in a, b, a', b', and (4) holds for (a, /3)= 
(a', b), (a, b'), we deduce that (5') is also equal to 

(5") (q- l)F/(~' -1, (!- l)F/(~-1, (!' -1). 

This gives the proof of (II). 

@33-symmetricity. In [PGC] II, we studied the ideals 

am={F=F(u, v, w) e d; F((-1, ('-1, C:"-1)=0, 

for all,, C', ,,, e µim \{1} with"''"= 1} 
(6) 

(m > 1) of d and in particular proved that nm~i am= (0) ( cf. II § 4(14), § 1 
(16)). Now the property (I) proved above for all n<m implies that if 
p e Ga<µ,~> and a is any substitution of three letters u, v, w, then 

F/u, v, w)-F/au, av, aw) 

belongs to a,,,. Since m> 1 is arbitrary, this must vanish. Therefore, 
F/u, v, w), as an element of d, is symmetric in u, v, w. 

@34-symmetricity. Let u, u', v be 3 independent variables, and define 
v' E Z 1[[u, u', v]] by the equality 

(1 +u)(l +u')(l +v)(l +v')= 1. 

(Note that v' has no constant term.) To prove the @34-symmetricity of 
FP *FP (for p e Ga<µz~>), it suffices to prove that 

(7) Fp(u, v)F/u', v')=F/u', v)F/u, v') 

holds in Z 1[[u, u', v]], because @34 (on u, u', v, v') is generated by 3 trans
positions u++v, u'++v', and u++u'. (These transpositions generate a transi
tive subgroup containing "@33 on u, u', v", the full stabilizer of v'.) Now, 
to prove (7), fix p and put 
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G(u, u', v)=F/u, v)Fp(u', v')-Fp(u', v)Fp(u, v') 
00 

= I: Hlu, u')vt, 
i=O 

with Hlu, u') e Z 1[[u, u']]. Then, by (II), 

G((~-1, (~' -1, (~- 1)=0 

holds as long as a, a' e (Z//n)\(O), be (ZWY and a, a'===0 (mod l). (Note 
that b' = -a-a' -b $ 0 (mod 1).) So, if we fix m> 1 and a, a' e 
(Z/tm)\(O), and take n=m+k (k=l, 2, .. ·) and a=lka, a'=fka' (the 
image of a, a' by the lk-multiplication map (Z/lm)-+(ZW)), then 

for all k~l and be (Z/lm+ky. But then, G((';,,,-1, (::;-I, v), vanishes 
at V= (-1 for infinitely many distinct values of ( e µ 100. By Lemma 1 
below, this implies that G((';,,,-1, ,:::-1, v)=0, i.e., Hl(';,,,-1, ,:::-1)=0 
for each i>O. This implies in particular that Hi e am. Since m> 1 is 
arbitrary, this gives Hie nm:c:i am=(O), all i. Therefore, G =0. This 
gives (7), and hence completes the proof of Theorem A 1• 

Lemma 1. Let k be a finite extension of Q1, o be the ring of integers 
of k, and G(u) e o[[u]] be a formal power series of one variable over o. Sup
pose G((- l)=0for infinitely many distinct elements ( of µ 100, Then G=O. 

Proof This is well-known, and can be verified immediately as fol
lows. Suppose on the contrary that G(u)= :Z::i:c:o aiui=;t=0 (ai e o), and let 
i0 be the smallest integer >Osuch that ordk (ai 0)=Mini ordk (ai) (ordk: the 
normalized additive valuation of k). Taken(> I) so large that 

1n-l >io(l-1)- 1 ordk l, 

and let' E µzoo be of order exactly 1n. Then 

ordk ((- l)i 0 =i 0W-ln- 1)- 1 ordk l< I. 
But then, it is easy to see that 

(8) all i=;t=i0• 

Therefore, G(( - 1) =;t= 0, for all such (, a contradiction. q.e.d. 

Proof of Theorem A2• For each F=F(u, v) e d with F(0, 0)= I, de
fine its logarithm by log F= :Z::m:c:i (-l)m- 1(F- I)m/m, and consider it as 
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an element of Q1[[U, V]], where U=log(l+u), V=log(l+v). The in
volutive automorphism of d defined by l+u-(l+u)- 1, l+v-(l+v)- 1 

(i.e., u-- U, v-- V) is denoted by the bar sign *-*· We shall re
duce Theorem A2 to: 

Proposition 1. Let F=F(u, v) ed. Then the following conditions 
(i) (ii) are equivalent; 

(9) 

(i) F=l (moduvw), 

F-F=l, 

F is symmetric in u, v, w, 

F*Fis symmetric in u, v, u', v'; 

(ii) log F is of the form 

where W=-(U+ V), f3m e Z 1• 

Remark. As the following proof shows, (i) is also equivalent to an 
apparently weaker condition: 

(i)' F= 1 (mod uv), 

F(u, v)F(u', v')=F(u', v)F(u, v') mod [(1 +u)(l +v)(l +u')(l +v')-1]. 

When F=FP (p e Ga<µiooJ), the first two properties in (i) are proved in 
[PGC], and the last two are given by Theorem A1• Thus, Theorem A2 is 
reduced to Proposition 1. 

Proof of Proposition I. We shall only prove the implication (i)' -(ii) 
(the implication (ii)-(i)-(i)' is obvious). From the first congruence of 
(i)' follows that log Fis divisible by UV. Hence log Fis of the form 

(10) 

with f3tJ e Z 1• (That f3tJ is integral follows automatically from the integr
ality of the coefficients of F(u, v); cf. [PGC] IV § 2.) So, it remains to 
show, from the second congruence of (i)', that f3tJ depends only on m= 
i + j and vanishes when m is even. This is immediately reduced to the 
following 
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Lemma 2. Let m be a positive integer, and g(x, y) be a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree m over a field of characteristic 0. Then, if m is odd, 
the following two conditions (i) (ii) are equivalent; 

( i) g(x, y) satisfies 
( *) g(x, O)=g(O, y)=O, 
(**) g(x, y)+g(x', y')=g(x', y)+g(x, y') mod (x+x' +y+y'); 

(ii) g(x, y) is a constant multiple of(x+y)m-xm-ym. 
Jf mis even, the condition (i) implies g(x, y)=O. 

Proof The implication (ii)-+(i) (form: odd) is straightforward. To 
prove the rest, let g(x, y) satisfy (i), and write 

(11) 

Then b0 =bm=0, by(*). The congruence(**) says that the polynomial 

(12) g(x, y)+g(x', -x-x'-y) 

is symmetric in x, x'. Therefore, the coefficient of y 1 in (12) for eachj, 
given by the formula below, is symmetric in x, x'. 

(13) 

(put l =j+p). Forµ, v>O, µ+v=i, the coefficient of xPx'• in the second 
term of (13) is given by 

(14) 

with 

(15) 

I: (-l)i+P(j+:p)(p)b 1+p 
pS:pS:i J µ 

(putq=i-p) 

= I: (-l)m-q(m-:q)(i-q)bm-q 
Os;qs;v ] µ 

r.= I: (-ll(ql,i)f3m-q 
Os;qs;, 

(-l)m 
., ' 'r., ;.µ.v. 

(/3m-q, as in (11).) But since (13) is symmetric in x, x', (14) must be sym
metric inµ, v, unlessµ or v=O (this exception, as we have not yet taken 
the first term b1xi in (13) into account). Therefore, r.=ri-• for all v, with 
O<v<i. Therefore, T1 =Ti-t for 2<i<m; hence 
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(16) 

Moreover, the coefficients of x' and of xn in (13) must be equal; hence 
we obtain (noting that b0=hm=0): 

(i,j>O, i+j=m). 

Therefore, 

(17) 

Therefore, (16) gives 

(18) 

Since {30 =f3m=0, we obtain 

On the other hand, (15) and (18) gives r= -{3, and (17) gives {3=(- l)mr. 
Therefore, {3=0 when mis even. q.e.d. 

§ 3. Proof of Theorem B 

We may assume that l is odd. Indeed, 2 is a regular prime, and 
when l is regular the theorem is already established in [PGC] IV Corollary 
of Theorem 10. 

Let N = (1 + uvwd)- be the closed subgroup of .91x defined by Section 
1 (7). It is abelian, pro-/ (cf. [PGC] III), and can be regarded also as a 
Zf-submodule of .s;1x. A crucial point in our proof of Theorem B is the 
following 

Key lemma. The inertia-restriction 

(1) Homzf (g1, N)--+HOmzf (g2, N) 

is injective. 

In the proof of this lemma, the crucial and the only arithmetic point 
is the following Lemma 3. To state this, let an (n> 1) be the ideal of d 
described in Section· 2, i.e., 

(2) an={F=F(u, v, w) Ed; F((-1, C'-1, '"-1)=0 

for all,.,,,,,, e µzn\{1} with "'C"=l} 
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Clearly, an contains (I +ur-1 and (I +v)zn - I; hence ja for a e 1 + 
znz 1 acts trivially on d/an; hence the Z;<-action on d induces a (Z//ny_ 
action on d/an. Put 

(3) 

Then Nn is a closed Z{-stable subgroup of N, and the quotient N/Nn is a 
pro-/ abelian group which is at the same time a (ZWY-module. By [PGC] 
IV Section 4 lemma 2 (U. Jannsen), the group N/Nn has no !-torsion. (In 
fact N/Nn is a subgroup of 7Jrfnl.) Consider N/Nn as a (g0/g2)-module via 
the projection 

(4) 

Lemma 3. 

(n> 1). 

(The cohomology groups are those defined by continuous cocycles.) 

Proof of Lemma 3. Call (g0/g2)n the kernel of the composite homo
morphism ( 4). Then we have an inflation-restriction exact sequence 

(5) 0---+H 1((Z/lny, N/Nn)---+H 1((go/g2), N/Nn) 

---+Hom<znn)x((g0/g2)!\ N/Nn), 

where (g0/g2)!b is the abelianization of (g0/g2)n- So, to prove Lemma 3, it 
suffices to prove that the two groups on both sides of H 1((g0/g2), N/Nn) 
vanish. 

(I) That Hom<znn)x((g0/g2)!\ N/Nn)=O. This is the crucial part. The 
abelianization (g0/g2)!b of (g0/ g2)n is nothing but the Galois group of the 
maximum abelian subextension Fn/Q(µzn) of fJt/Q(µ 1n). But Fn is noth
ing but the composite of Q(µz=) with the maximum unramified abelian 
pro-/ extension En of Q(µ 1n): 

(6) 

In fact, it is clear that En cFn and that En is the maximum unramified 
subextension of Fn/ Q(µ 1n), Therefore, En corresponds to the inertia group 
above (l;n-1) in Fn/Q(µ 1n), Since the intersection of this inertia group 
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with Gal (F1JQ(µi=)) is trivial (Fn/Q(µi=) being unramified), we obtain 
En ·Q(µi=)=Fn. Since En n Q(µi=)=Q(µin), 

Gal (Fn/Q(µ 1,.))=Gal (Fnf En) X Gal (Fn/Q(µi=)). 

Therefore, to prove (D, it suffices to prove that 

(7) Hom<zti")x (Gal (Fn/Q(µi=), Nf Nn) 

=Hom(Z/L")X (Gal (Fn/En), N/Nn)=0. 

Since Wn: Q(µi= )] =[En: Q(µ 1,.)] is a finite power of !, being equal to the 
/-component of the class number of Q(µ 1,.), and since N/Nn has no !-torsion, 
as noted above, the first group of (7) must vanish. As for the second, 
since (Z/tny acts trivially on Gal (Fnf En), it suffices to prove that N/Nn 
has no non-trivial (Z//n)X-invariant element. But N being the odd part 
(1 +uvwd)- of 1 +uvwd, (-1) e (Z/zny acts on Nf Nn (considered as an 
additive group) as the (- !)-multiplication. On the other hand, N/Nn is 
pro-I, with [=f=.2; hence the 2-multiplication on N/Nn is invertible. There
fore, N/Nn has no non-zero (- !)-invariant element; hence in particular 
no non-zero (Z/ln)X-invariant element. Therefore, the second group of 
(7) also reduces to 0. This settles (I). 

(II) That H 1((ZW)X, N/Nn)=0. Put G=(Z/zny, and call Tits sub
group of order 1- l. Then the group exact sequence 1-r -G-G/T -1 
gives the inflation-restriction exact sequence 

As T 3 -1, the above argument gives (Nf NnY =0. On the other hand, 
since N/ Nn is pro-/ and \ T\ = l- l e Z'{-, H 1(T, N/ Nn) = 0. Therefore, 

This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 

Proof of the key lemma. First, note that the kernel of (1) is 

Then, consider the group exact sequence 

(9) 

and the induced inflation-restriction-transgression exact sequence 
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( ) 0 H 1( x ) inf 1( / ) res I 10 ---+ Zi, N ---+H g0 g2, N ---+Homz{ (g1, g2, N) 

~H 2(Z{,N). 

This shows that the vanishing of the kernel of (1) is reduced to that of the 
two cohomology groups H1(g0/g2, N) and H 2(Z{, N). First, H 2(Z{, N)= 
0, because N is pro-/ and Z{ is the completion of the free cyclic group Z 
w.r.t. an "almost pro-/ topology" defined by the sequence of ideals (tn(l
l))n::,o of Z. Secondly, the vanishing of H 1(g0/g2, N) can easily be reduced 
to that of H 1(g0/g2, N/Nn) for all n> 1, i.e., to Lemma 3, as follows. Sup
pose that F: g0/ g2-+ N is a continuous 1-cocycle. By Lemma 3, there exists, 
for each n?_ I, an element Hn e N such that 

(11) 

Since {Nn} is a decreasing sequence, Hf,f'P'-'=Hlx<p>-• mod Nk for any 
m, n, k EN with m, n>k. Letting X(p)= -1 and using HmHi,,,,-•=HnHl-• 
= 1, we obtain (Hm)2 -=(Hn)2 mod Nk. Since 2 E zr, this implies Hm= 
Hn mod Nk. On the other hand, since .nf = li.m (.nf fan) ([PGC] II), we 
have N=li.m (N/Nn). Therefore, if we put H=lim Hn EN, then FP= 
HJx<p>-• for all p e g0/g2 ; hence F must be a coboundary, and we obtain 
H 1(g0/g2, N)=O, as desired. This settles the proof of the key lemma. 

(12) 

Proof of Theorem B. For p e g1=Gal(Q 1/Q(µ 1=)), put 

F;(u; v)=exp {~ (1-/m-1)-1,Xm(p)(um+ vm+ Wm)} 
m;:,3 m! 
odd 

e Q1[[u, v]]. 

We shall show that all coefficients in F;(u, v) are integral, i.e., F;(u, v) e 
Zi[[u, v]]. Since Xm E Homzr (g1, Zi(m)), this will imply that (p-+F;(u, v)) 
e Homzx (g1, N). By Theorem 10 and the formula (Col) (§ 7) in [PGC] 

! 

IV, FP and F; coincide on g2• Hence by the above key lemma they must 
coincide also on g1, which will imply Theorem B. 

To prove that F;(u, v) e Z 1[[u, v]], we need 

Lemma 4. Let (iyr be the completion of the maximum unramified ex
tension of Q1, itr be its integer ring and <p be the Frobenius automorphism 
of (iyr over Qi, Let 

and assume that 
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Then the following two conditions l ), 2) are equivalent: 
1) f(u, v) E Zfr[[u, v]]. 
2) (f(u, v))1 fP((l +u)1- 1, (1 +v)l-1)- 1 E 1 +lz?r[[u, v]], 

where JP is the power series obtained from f by letting cp act on its coeffici
ents. 

Proof 1)=}2): If f(u, v) E Zz"[[u, v]], then 

fP((l +u)l- l, (1 +v)1- l)=fP(u 1, u1) mod l 

-(f(u, v))1 mod l. 

So (f(u, v))1-JP((l+u)i-1, (l+v)l-l) E li?-r[[u, v]]. Since 

jP((l+u)l-I, (l+v)l-1) E (Z?"[[u, v]]Y, we get 2). 

2) =} 1) : If 2) holds, we can write 

(13) 

(14) g(u, v)=b 00 +l ..'[; bi1uiu1, 
i,j::::_O 
i+h<O 

biJ E Zz", boo= 1 mod/. 

By assumption, ai1 E itr for i+j::;: 1. We shall show by induction on i+ 
j that aij e ir for all i,j. Suppose aij e itr for i+j<n (n>2). Let 
i0 +j 0 =n. We compare the coefficients of uiovio on both sides of (13). 
Put 

Then 

A - "' i j - L.J aiJ UV. 
i,j"~O 
i+ f*O 

(15) (f(u, v))1=(a 00 +A) 1 

=alo+1C1abo1A+1C2alo 2A2+ · · · + 1C1_ 1a00A1- 1 +A 1• 

By the induction hypothesis and the divisibility of 1Ck (l<k:s;:/-1) by l, 
the coefficient of ui0u10 in 

(16) iC2abo2A2+ ..• +1Cz_1aooA1-1 

belongs to lZz". Further, the coefficient of ui0u10 in A 1 is congruent mod 
zzrr to 

(17) 
if l )( i0 or l )(j0, 

if/[ i0 and /[j0• 
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Here and in the following i~,j~, stand for i0//,j 0// respectively. Thus the 
coefficient of ut•v10 in (f ( u, V w is congruent mod I ir to 

(18) 
if / )( i0 or I )(j0, 

if II i0 and //j0. 

Next, we look at the coefficient of ut•v1• on the right-hand side of (13), i.e., 

(19) /l'((l+u)'-1, (l+v)) 1-l)g(u, v) 

=h 00JP((l +u)l-1, (1 +v) 1 - l)+lfP((l +u) 1- 1,(1 +v) 1- l) 

X ( I:; ht1utv 1). 
t,j:?;0 
Hj¢0 

By the induction hypothesis, we see that the coefficient of ut•v1• in the 
second term on the right-hand side of (19) lies in / ztr. On the other 
hand, as (1 + u)1- l = u1 and (1 + v)1- l = v1 (mod/), the coefficient of 
ut•v10 on the right-hand side of (19) is congruent mod zzr to 

(20) 
if/ )(i0 or I)( jo, 

if// i0 and /ljo. 

Therefore, equating the coefficients of ut•v10 on both sides of (13) gives 

(21) {
/af; 1atoJo-boofnaf0, 0 E /Zf', if l)(io or 1:00, 
/ato1atoJo+al010-(boo/nai010 +hooa~0,) E /Zf',. if /lio and //jo. 

Since a,,,, E ir and hoo=l mod/, we have hooah,=al,rmod/. Hence in 
00 A 00 00 

both cases /ato1a,010 -boofnaf010 E /Zf', i.e., 

( !-1 b zn-1 -1) z"ur 
atoio aoo - oo aroio E ! · 

Since ord1 (aio10)=ord 1 (ai010), a00, b00 E (Zf')X, and n>2, we must have 
atoJo E ztr. q.e.d. 

Remarks. i) This lemma is an analogue of the so called "Dwork's 
lemma" ([Dw]). 

ii) A similar assertion holds when f(u, v) is replaced by a power 
series in any number of variables and the proof is completely analogous. 

Since F;(u, v)= 1 (mod uv), (p e g1), we may apply lemma 4 for f= 
F;. Us!ng this lemma, we can show that 

(22) F;(u, v) E Z 1[[u, v]] if and only if 
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In fact, 

F~(u, v) e Z 1[[u, v]] 

~(F;(u, v))LF~((I +uY-1, (1 +v)l-1)- 1 e 1 +IZ 1[[u, v]] 

(by Lemma 4) 

(23) ~Iog{(F~(u, v)YF~((l +u) 1- 1, (1 +v)l-1)- 1} e /Zi[[u, v]] 

and 

(24) 

~+{log{(F~(u, vWF;((I+u)l-1, (l+v) 1-l)- 1}} 

e Z 1[[u, v]], 

+{log{(F~(u, v))IF~((l+uJ'-1, (l+v)l-1)- 1}} 

= _E Xm(P) (Um+ vm+ Wm). 
m:2:8 m! 
odd 

Hence the theorem is reduced to the following Proposition. Here, G co= 
Gal (Q(µzco)/Q), Z1[[G00 ]] is its completed group algebra over Z 1, and the 
power series algebra Z 1[[t]] is considered as a Z 1[[G00 ]]-module via the 
action of Geo on Zi[[t]] defined by l+t-.(l+t)X(P) (peGco, X: the/
cyclotomic character). 

Proposition 2. For each p e gi, there exists an element o=oP eZ 1[[G.,.]] 
such that 

(25) (1 +t=exp T). 

In particular, 

(26) (U+V+W=O). 

Proof. Fix any p e g1• For each n>l and each a e (ZJ/ny, choose 
and fix bn,a e Z 1 satisfying {(C:-1) 111"}p-1=C!'""· Then, by the definition 
ofXm, 

(27) 
in-1 

Xm(p)= _E bn,a·am-i mod/n, 
a=l 

(a,l)=l 
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where a=amodln e (Z/Jny. 
Put 

(28) 
in-1 

on= I:; bn,a·a- 1aa E Zz[Goo]CZz[[Goo]], 
a=l 

(a,l)-1 

83 

where aa is the element of G00 defined by X(aa)=a. Let rrn be the projec
tion from Zz[[Goo]] to (ZW) [Gn], where Gn=Gal(Q(µzn)/Q). We shall 
show that rr/on+i-on)=O. First, we note the following. 

For ae(ZJ/n)X, we have ,~-l=fla,(,~'i- 1-1), where a1 runs over 
all elements of (ZJ/n+1y with a1 mod fn=a. Therefore, 

C·ii,={<,~- l)11zny-1 

(29) ={IT c,~'i-1- 1)1/ln}p-l={(fl c,~'i-1- l)1/ln+1y-1p 

with 

(30) 

Therefore, 

(31) 

U:1 0.:1 

bn,a= I:; hn+1,a, mod In. 
a, 

But since 1rn(a11aa,-a- 1aa)=O for a1=::=a mod tn, (28) and (31) give 

1r/on+1-on)=O. 

It follows that limn-oo on= o e Zz[[G oo]] exists. Now 

(32) 

in-1 

on(I +t)= I:: bn,o·a- 1(1 +t)a 
a=l 

(a,l)-1 

oo { zn-1 } rm = I:: I:: bn,a. am-! -. 
m-o a-1 m! 

(a,l)-1 

(T=log(l+t)) 

Since this coefficient of (Tm/m!) coincides with the right side of (27), we 
can write as 

(33) 

or 
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(34) £ Xm(p) Tm-o(l +t)=on(l +t)-o(l +t)+zn £ c;;:l rm, 
m=O m! m=O m! 

for any n. 

Now, in general, if we expand I;;;:=0 (cm/m!)Tm (cm E Z 1) in t as I;;;:=0 dmtm 
(dm E Q1), then (m!)2dm E Z 1• So, for each fixed m>O, choose n so large 
that /n/(m!) 2 E Z 1, to conclude that the coefficient of tm in (34) belongs 
to Z 1, and then let n-+oo to conclude that it must be 0. Therefore, 

f; Xm(f) rm belongs to Z 1[[t]] and is equal to o(l +t). We see (by direct 
m=O m, 
computation) that Xm=O form; even. Therefore, 

(35) I; Xm(P)ym=o(l+t). 
m;,cl ml 
odd 

Thus, we have also proved Theorem B. 

Corollary 1 of Theorem B (Coleman). 

Q(µzoo, /k-torsion points on Jae (X 1n + yzn =Vn) for all k, n > 1) 

q.e.d. 

= Q(µzoo, { Il ((~- I)<am-t>n}111n for all n> 1 and all m> 3 odd) 
aE(Z/ln)x 

= Q(µzoo, C111n for al/CE. Cn and al/ n> 1). 

Here Cn is the group of circular units in Q(µ 1n). 

As for the second equality, see [IS]. 
The following corollary is due to G. Anderson [A1, A2] (the I'-factor

ization). Compare this with the remark below Theorem 10 [PGC] IV 
Section 1. 

Corollary 2 of Theorem B. For p e g,, choose ap e ztr such that ap -
a~= Xi(p ), and put 

(36) 

Then Gp(t) E zrr[[t]] and 

(37) Fp(u, v, w)=Gp(u)Gp(v)G/w). 

Proof The last equality is a direct consequence of Theorem A2• 

(Note that (1 +u)(l +v)(I +w)= 1.) As 
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E Zi[[t]], (by Proposition 2) 

we conclude by Lemma 4 that Gp(t) e ir [[t]]. q.e.d. 

§ 4. Some open questions 

We have thus proved that FP (p e GQcµ,=)) satisfies the equivalent con
ditions of Proposition 1. It is natural to ask whether these conditions 
characterize the image of GQcµ,=) in s1x. (This answer turned out to be 
"no", due to Coleman.) More plausible would be a similar characteriza
tion of the image modulo I. As we have seen above, it is closely connected 
with the Vandiver conjecture at/. It also seems to be an interesting qu
estion to construct all power series in (Z/l) [[u, v]] satisfying the conditions 
analogous to those of Proposition 1 (i). Here, we meet with the study of 
the power series h(u) e (Z//)[[u]] satisfying the differential equations of the 
form 

Dl-!(h)-Dl-l(h)u-o=h-hZ, 

where D=(u+ l)(d/du). (Such h(u) appears in the v-adic expansion of 
F(u, v) as 

F(u, v)=l+h(u)v+ · · ·). 

Is there a totally different approach (e.g. from topology) to construct 
such power series in (Z//)[[u, v]]? 

Added in Proof. (i) Related result of Coleman (mentioned in 
the introduction) was addressed also in the Workshop on "Iwasawa 
theory and special values of £-functions" Jan. 1987, MSRI, Berkeley, 
USA, under the title "Anderson-Ihara theory". The authors understand 
that a detailed paper is in preparation. 

(ii) Some results related to Section 4 have recently been obtained 
by H. Ichimura and M. Kaneko; "On the universal power series for 
Jacobi sums and the Vandiver conjecture" (preprint). 
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